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If You Never Did, You Should. These Things
Are Fun And Fun Is Good.

their annual dues.  These dues help pay the rent
and some of the overhead, but dues do not sustain
the exuberance and dynamism of the College…
only Acreling
My first newsletter article as your
can accomplish
president this year included a Seussian, “Unless
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that.  Note that
someone like you cares a whole awful lot,
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nothing is going to get better. It’s not.” ACREL the stated purpose
Meetings Calendar
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is very fortunate to have so many Fellows who
care a whole awful lot about the College.  During is to “…gather
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lawyers
my tenure, I witnessed countless acts of my new
distinguished
word, “Acreling” (“of, or relating to, any act by
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an ACREL Fellow in furtherance of the goals and in their skill,
Emotional Support Animals
objectives of the American College of Real Estate experience and
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high standards of
Lawyers, without any expectation of reward or
Buying a Hotel in New York City
professional and
recognition”).  These individuals constitute the
ethical conduct in
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lifeblood of the College; without whose efforts
William
B.
Dunn
Receives the
the practice of real
and contributions, ACREL would merely be
Frederick S. Lane Award
estate law, who
an honorary organization without substance
will contribute
and purpose.  We have hundreds of Fellows
17
Five
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in
an Elevator
substantially
to
the
who regularly attend our meetings or otherwise
accomplishments,
contribute to the vitality of ACREL in many
18
achievements and
ways and that is why ACREL continues to get
ACRELTips!
Use of the Chair’s Blog
good fellowship
better and better and remains the premiere real
of the College...”.
estate law organization that it is.  But if there is
Our Standards of
a dark cloud on the horizon, it is the recognition
Professionalism
that the College has even more Fellows whose
only contribution to the College is the payment of
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include “Commitment to the Organization…
Members should advance the dialogue on
professionalism in the legal profession by
participating in ACREL CLE professionalism
programs, writng articles on professionalism….”

2018 Mid-Year Meeting
March 22-25, 2018
Waldorf Astoria
Orlando, FL
2018 Annual Meeting
October 18-21, 2018
The Roosevelt Waldorf Astoria
New Orleans, Louisiana
2019 Mid-Year Meeting
March 28-31, 2019
La Quinta Resort
La Quinta, California
2019 Annual Meeting
October 17-20, 2019
Le Westin Hotel
Montreal, Canada

STAFF BOX
The ACREL Newsletter is published by the
American College of Real Estate Lawyers
One Central Plaza
11300 Rockville Pike, Suite 903
Rockville, MD 20852
Items from this publication may be reprinted with
permission from the editor.
Editor
Jill H. Pace
Executive Director
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thirty years of exemplary service as our Executive
Director during our Annual Meeting in Los
Angeles.

Waters will become  President-Elect and Marilyn
Maloney, who set a record for obtaining Finance
Committee sponsorships, will become VicePresident.  As Treasurer, Peter Aitelli has accepted
the challenge to surpass Marilyn’s sponsorship
record and to attend to the important task of
nurturing our sponsors.  Nancy Little, who served
as the Executive Committee Member at Large
during 2017, will serve as Secretary of ACREL in
2018.

Tremendous gratitude goes out to our
sponsors, whose support provides us with the
resources to better serve our Fellows.  Our 2018
sponsors are as follows:
Gold
Chicago Title Insurance Company
CODA Consulting Group, LLC
Commonwealth Land Title Insurance Company
CT Corporation
Fidelity National Title Insurance Company
First American Title Insurance Company
Republic Title of Texas, Inc.
Stewart Title Guaranty Company
CBRE Group, Inc.

2017 witnessed two great meetings in
Austin and Los Angeles.  The programs for
each of these meetings were sensational, under
the direction of Beth Mitchell as Chair of the
extremely well-tuned Programs Committee and
Deb Chun of the Publications Committee.  These
meetings included great tours, orchestrated by
our staff and our Meetings Committee, under the
leadership of Bob Lane and Jim Candler, with
terrific assistance of local meetings committees
consisting of Fellows in our host cities.  The host
Fellows in both Austin and Los Angeles were
critical in identifying great restaurants, venues,
and special tours (e.g., horseback riding in
Hollywood Hills).

Silver
ABA Leverage
Bock & Clark
Corporate Protection Group (CPG)
Newmark Knight Frank
Old Republic Title Insurance Company
Rockland Trust Company (Compass Exchange)
Cushman & Wakefield
If you have an opportunity to do business
with any of our sponsors please consider doing
so and if you are already doing business with
them, please make a point to thank them for their
continued support of the College.

This newsletter, as well as the bimonthly ACREL Notes, is the work product
of our amazing Communications Committee,
led by Peggy Rolando.  These publications are
instrumental in allowing our Fellows to stay
abreast of new developments in real estate law, as
well as activities of our Fellows.

2017 has been an exciting year for the
College, thanks to the efforts of our Fellows, our
staff and your officers.  2018 promises to be even
better under the leadership of Jay Epstien.  Jay has
been an incredible President-Elect and will be an
extraordinary President.  He has already begun
several exciting new initiatives for ACREL.  Steve

As you read this newsletter, we are about
to begin balloting for potential new Fellows
for 2018.  Voting begins December 5 and ends
January 13.  One of the goals of the College
has been regeneration, given that the average
age of our Fellows continues to increase.  Our
Member Development Committee, led by Pete
continued on p. 4
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Ezell, was instrumental in identifying many of
the 48 nominees for 2018. If you know of any
individuals who might be good candidates for
becoming ACREL Fellows, please contact Pete
Ezell and allow our stellar Member Development
Committee to assist in the identification and
development of potential candidates.
Speaking of new Fellows, we had 31 of our
41 2017 new admittees attend the Los Angeles
meeting.  Our Orientation and Integration
Committee, led by Jo Anne Stubblefield, assigned
a mentee to every new Fellow to assist with
welcoming and engaging our new colleagues into
the College.
It would be necessary to continue this
listicle for several more pages to adequately
express my appreciation to the many people who
contributed to the success and vitality of the
College during my tenure as President.  But to
quote George Burns, “the secret of a good sermon
is to have a good beginning and a good ending;
and to have the two as close together as possible.”  
So my ending is merely to thank you for the honor
and privilege to serve as your President for 2017.  
And I conclude my year heeding the advice of
Theodor Seuss Geisel, “Don’t cry because it’s
over. Smile because it happened.”
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ACRELades
Sara Dysart and Steve Waters received the Association of Corporate Counsel for South/Central Texas
annual Ethical Life Award for 2017, Sara in the private lawyer category,
and Steve in the in-house counsel category.

Michael D. Goodwin was recognized by his peers as Real Estate Lawyer of the Year for the
Washington, DC market by Best Lawyers. Phillip G. Nichols received the same award
for the Los Angeles market.
Dwight H. Merriam was honored with the Lifetime Achievement Award of the
Jefferson B. Fordham Society of the ABA Section of State and Local Government Law
during the ABA 2017 Annual Meeting.
Beverly J. Quail, the current Colorado State Delegate to the American Bar Association House of Delegates,
has been named Chair of the ABA Presidential Appointments Committee for the 2018-2019 ABA year,
and reappointed to the Council of the Fund for Justice and Education.
Jake Reby was elected President-Elect and Beth Mitchell was elected Secretary of the
American College of Mortgage Attorneys.  
Higher Achievement is a year-round academic enrichment program for 550 middle school students
in the DC region that uses additional time after school and in the summer to shower students with
academic opportunities that prepare them for high school and beyond.  95% of Higher Achievement scholars
graduate from high school on time, as compared with 69% of their peers. The DC Real Estate Community
rallies around Higher Achievement and has raised in excess of $1MM during each of the past 5 years.
This year, Michael Goodwin and Jay Epstien served as co-chairs of the Gala,
and ACREL President Roger Winston turned out to support this great cause.
Other ACREL fellows in attendance included Fred Klein.
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Snapshots from the 2017 Annual Meeting
in Los Angeles!

See you in Orlando!
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Have you joined the ACREL LinkedIn Group yet?
How do I join the LinkedIn group?
1.      Join LinkedIn and create a profile (if you don’t already have one).
2.      Request to join the group by following the steps below:
•         Use this link to search for the page:
https://www.linkedin.com/groups/8621639
•         Click on the button, which says “Ask to Join.”
Allow 1-2 business days for an admin on the site to approve your request.
3.      Contribute!  Make sure to bookmark the group page and share and comment on
various posts from ACREL Fellows.  You can also easily connect with other Fellows
who have already joined the group.
4.      Also, you can now add a direct link to your LinkedIn profile on the ACREL site.
To do this, use the following steps:
•         Login to www.acrel.org.
•         Select “Manage Profile” at the top of the page.
•         Click on “Edit Bio” under “Settings and Information.”
•         Scroll down to the bottom of the “Personal Information” section
and copy your profile URL where it says, “LinkedIn Profile.”
(Note: you can also add a Facebook profile link if you would like.)
•         After entering the link, scroll down and click “Save Changes.”
For additional assistance, reach out to Caitlin McIntire (cdmcintire@acrel.org)
or Julie Burgess (jaburgess@acrel.org.)        
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Pet Squirrel an “Emotional Support Animal”?
What Do We Do Now?
by Joseph M. Hernandez, Weiss Serota Helfman Cole & Bierman, P.L., Coral Gables, FL
ADA and FHA and ESA’s

Imagine walking through the lobby of your
luxury condominium building and spotting one of
your neighbors walking his potbelly pig or chasing her
pet squirrel.  Real estate practitioners, welcome to the
new world of emotional support animals, or ESA’s.  

Two Federal laws, the Americans with
Disabilities Act of 1990, Pub. L. No. 101-336,
104 Stat. 328 (1990) (the “ADA”) and the Fair
Housing Act 42 U.S.C. §§ 3601 et seq. (the “FHA”),
both prohibit discrimination on the basis of a
disability. Each provides protections, mandating
accommodations to those suffering some form of
disability.  The ADA provides guidance of the various
types of disabilities that are recognized under federal
law and the FHA, among other things, prohibits
discrimination in housing based on disabilities. Many
states, and localities have parallel statutes closely
tracking, and sometimes extending beyond, the
Federal mandates.

Community associations that historically
prohibited pets face requests by owners, tenants and
guests to keep and maintain ESA’s. The requests
seek a “reasonable accommodation” to rules and
regulations prohibiting pets.   This article discusses
some of the key principles that real estate practitioners
should consider when evaluating a request as
communities seek to separate justified requests
from requests that may be pushing the envelope and
undermine the legitimacy of the accommodation
process.

Contrary to the requirements under the FHA,
occasionally associations refuse to allow ESA’s and
will only allow individuals with “service dogs”.  It is
important to distinguish between “service animals”
and “ESA’s” as that distinction is where much of the
confusion and abuse of the law lies.  

Expanding Definition of Disabilities
The analysis must start with whether there is a
“disability” or sometimes referred to as a “handicap.”  
Many conditions are recognized as “disabilities” today
under federal law.  According to the 2010 Census an
estimated 54 million Americans have some form of
disability.  

The ADA defines “service animals” primarily
as dogs (with very limited exceptions) that must be
trained to work or perform tasks directly related to the
individual’s disability.  Emotional support, comfort,
companionship, security and the like are expressly
excluded from the scope of services performed by a
service animal.  See Prindable v. Ass’n of Apartment
Owners of 2987 Kalakaua, 304 F. Supp. 2d 1245
(D. Haw. 2003) (a dog not specially trained is not a
“service animal” within the meaning of the FHA).  
Neither the FHA nor the ADA define what an ESA
is, however recent case law defines ESA generally as
a companion animal that a medical professional has
determined provides a benefit for an individual with
a disability.  This may include improving at least one
symptom of the disability.

For many, their disability is not readily
apparent. Frequently, a request seeks an ESA to
assist disabilities that are not seen or heard, such as
depression, anxiety disorder, post-traumatic stress
disorder, and many other non-apparent emotional
and psychiatric disabilities.  Requests related to these
non-apparent disabilities often cause confusion and
abuse leading to legal action.  Just responding to a
request for an ESA for a non-apparent disability poses
challenges for many community associations.

continued on p. 9
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The burden of establishing that the animal
provides a benefit is on the occupant. See, e.g.,
Castellano v. Project Sentinel, Inc., 181 F. Supp. 3d
798 (E.D. Cal. 2016) (sufficient support existed for
waiving a no pet policy where a tenant’s treating
physician provided managers with documentation
indicating that tenant suffered from anxiety disorder
and depression that would be eased by an ESA).  The
animal does not have to be a dog, nor does it require
special training.  See, e.g., Fair Hous. of the Dakotas,
Inc. v. Goldmark Prop. Mgmt., 778 F. Supp. 2d 1028
(D. N.D. 2011) (the FHA encompasses all types of
animals regardless of training). A request to keep an
ESA other than a dog and cat can pose a particular
challenge to an association.   An association must
normally follow the same procedure with respect to
any support animal.

their disability.  An association may require written
confirmation of the disability by a doctor, however,
consult association counsel before asking for details of
the disability or a detailed medical history.  

The FHA requires that reasonable
accommodation be made in rules, policies, and
practices when necessary to afford a person with
a disability equal opportunity to use and enjoy a
dwelling. 42 U.S.C. § 3604(f)(3)(B).  A dwelling
includes a condominium unit occupied by the owner
or a tenant.  42 U.S.C. § 3602(b).  The determination
of what constitutes a reasonable accommodation
is highly fact specific.  The determination also
requires an evaluation of the benefits and costs of the
accommodation.  Many courts have generally held
that waiving or modifying an existing ”no pets” rule
constitutes a “reasonable accommodation” under the
FHA; however, the association could defend when
costs outweigh the benefits of the accommodation if
the animal poses a danger to other residents, the owner
has fails to properly care or and maintain the animal,
or the animal would cause unreasonable expenses or
administrative burden.

An ESA does not need to be professionally
trained, however, if not trained, then the occupant
must demonstrate that the animal lessens the effects
of the disability or increases quality of the occupant’s
life.  If the animal has received specific training,
an association may request proof of training.  The
association may condition the permission to keep
a support animal on the occupant or occupant of
the same unit being solely responsible for control,
care, and responsibility of the service animal.  An
association can impose a condition that the animal
must be removed if the owner fails to properly care for
and control the animal. See, e.g., Woodside Village v.
Hertzmark, 1993 WL 268293 (Conn. June 22, 1993)
(finding that a federally assisted housing complex did
not violate the FHA by evicting a resident with mental
illness for failing to walk his dog in designated areas
and properly dispose of animal waste).

An association may also require that the
occupant demonstrate how the disability affects
the occupants everyday life activities and how the
ESA assists with those activities.  An occupant
must establish a nexus between the animal and the
disability in order to establish a valid claim under
FHA. This form of proof is usually provided in a letter
or affidavit from a doctor or other qualified specialist
which confirms that the support animal is necessary
to assist the occupant with life activities or that the
support animal alleviates symptoms of the occupant’s
disability.

It is common for associations to require
completion of an application for approval as a new
owner or tenant.  The association may consider
requiring any new unit owner or tenant to state in
the application if they intend to keep an ESA and, if
so, require a general description of the disability, the
type of animal to be kept, how the animal provides
assistance or alleviation of symptoms doctor letter

What Can Associations Require from an
Occupant?
A community association is permitted to ask (1)
if the animal is required because of the disability,
and (2) what work or task is the animal trained to
perform. The occupant must be able to demonstrate

continued on p. 10
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confirming the disability and the need for an ESA.  
However, association counsel should review the
application to avoid inadvertent violations of law.

In sum, an association must make the proper
inquiries, not being selective in approach, and make
a determination if the request should be granted by
balancing the interests of the community in avoiding
undue hardship or administrative burden while
complying with federal and state legal requirements to
provide reasonable accommodations to occupants with
a disability.   

Conclusion
Community associations are faced with a
dilemma when a unit owner or tenant requests to keep
an ESA, especially where the disability is not apparent
and the community has a “no pet” rule.  Be prepared
to advise associations how to gather the appropriate
information and consult with counsel on the criteria
and process for decision-making, including what
information received is to be kept confidential even in
the face of open records laws and whether or how to
communicate to an increasingly doubting membership
of the process.  

REMINDER

Update your ACREL profile online for the 2018 Directory!
Did you recently join a new firm, move offices down the street, or have a fabulous new headshot
photo taken?! Now is the time to make these changes in your ACREL profile
so the 2018 Directory is up to date!
Log in to acrel.org, click on “Manage Profile” and then “Edit Bio” to review and make any necessary
changes. If any changes are made, don’t forget to click “Save Changes” at the bottom of the screen.
The information listed in your profile is what will be exported for the 2018 Directory.
We love the memorable pictures from over the years, however,
we’d love even more to see your most current photo!
To update your photo, please email it to Julie Burgess directly at jaburgess@acrel.org.
If you know of any upcoming changes or have any questions,
please don’t hesitate to contact Julie or Caitlin at (301) 816-9811.
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Buying a Hotel in New York City
(or Similar Markets such as Boston, Chicago
or San Francisco): Beware the Multiemployer
Collective Bargaining Agreement
by Charles L. Menges, Seth H. Borden, Brennan W. Bolt, McGuireWoods LLP
Because buying a hotel, especially in a large
metropolitan area, entails a wide variety of legal,
financial and regulatory challenges, it can be easy to
overlook the potential labor law consequences of a
client’s acquisition of a hotel. While many real estate
lawyers may consider labor issues secondary concerns
to a deal, failure to address labor issues strategically in
the structure of the transaction can be costly.

withdraw.  The law requires full compliance with any
association requirements and notice to the association
and union(s) prior to commencement of negotiations
on a new agreement.  Failure to meet the requirements
within that window will likely bind the employer to
the results of the multi-employer negotiations until
the expiration of the next contract. A prospective
purchaser should familiarize itself with the by-laws,
structure and leadership of any such multi-employer
association.

What is your client buying into when the
target property is covered by either multi-employer
bargaining obligations or an industry-wide
collective-bargaining agreement?

Second, these industry wide agreements
typically require employer contributions to multiemployer pension plans, which can be an albatross
around a property’s neck if the pension plan is
underfunded.  The Multi-Employer Pension Plan
Amendment Act (MPPAA) of 1980 amended the
Employee Retirement Income Security Act (ERISA)
of 1974 to impose “withdrawal liability” on employers
who withdraw from underfunded multi-employer
pension funds. Because the “withdrawal liability” is
based on the size of the underfunding of the pension
fund more so than the relative size of the employer
withdrawing, an employer’s withdrawal liability can
be disproportionately large – even prohibitive – if the
pension fund at issue is in particularly bad financial
condition.  A 2017 study by Milliman reveals a slight
recent improvement in aggregate multi-employer
pension funding, but reports a 23% shortfall still
remains.  Similarly, a recent study by Segal Consulting
indicates that 25 percent of multi-employer plans are
certified as in “critical” status – meaning the plan’s
funding for a given plan year is less than 65%, or
that it is suffering from similar funding or liquidity
issues.  A thorough review of all potentially applicable
pension fund trust agreements, IRS Forms, DOL/
EBSA Status Notices, and current and projected future
continued on p. 12

In major metropolitan markets, it is common
for hotel employees to be represented by a union
bargaining representative, which is, in turn, more
likely to engage in bargaining via a multi-employer
association.  In New York City, for example, more
than 280 hotels (representing 80,000 rooms and
employing approximately 50,000 employees) belong
to the Hotel Association of New York City. That
Association bargains with the New York Hotel and
Motel Trades Council for an industry-wide collective
bargaining agreement (IWA) covering all member
hotels’ employees.
These types of multi-employer approaches
implicate a variety of issues a prospective buyer
must consider thoroughly.  First, the multi-employer
associations themselves have their own membership
rules and obligations. A prospective purchaser should
make sure it is aware of those rules and obligations,
and know the extent to which they are compatible with
its own priorities and operations.  Once involved in
multi-employer bargaining, there are brief and discrete
windows during which an individual employer may
11
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continued from p. 11
funding information by qualified counsel and actuaries
is an indispensable element of due diligence in this
regard. Otherwise, your client may grossly overpay
for a property that no one else is willing to buy simply
because the property is saddled with an expensive
pension plan that it cannot leave.

include contract language that expressly requires the
employer to secure any buyer’s commitment to the
CBA as a condition of the transaction.  For example,
the IWA between the New York Hotel and Motel
Trades Council, AFL-CIO and the Hotel Association
of New York City, Inc., contains a very strong
“Successors and Assigns” clause:

Third, by purchasing a property covered by
an IWA, you may be giving the union the keys to
the kingdom. Many industry-wide agreements have
“neutrality” and/or “card check organizing” provisions
that would make it very easy for the union to expand
into the purchaser’s other nearby properties.  A “card
check” provision requires an employer to recognize
a union on the basis of an arbitrator’s confirmation
that the union has submitted authorization cards
signed by a majority of the employees in a workplace.
This means that there is no secret ballot election
overseen by the National Labor Relations Board
to determine whether the employees want union
representation. Moreover, a “neutrality” provision
forbids the employer, its executives, managers, and
supervisors, from communicating its opinion about
union representation to the employees. As such, the
employer is unable to respond to any aspersions cast
by the union.   In addition, some of these provisions
– like in the New York IWA – require the employer
to provide the union with the names and contact
information for all employees, and to allow the union
access to the employer’s premises for the purpose of
organizing the employees.  A 2001 study found that, as
union overall success rates in elections stood at about
51.7%, the success rate climbed to 62.5% if there
was a neutrality agreement in effect, and 78% if there
were both neutrality and card check provisions.  A
potential purchaser with non-union operations within
the geographic jurisdiction of an IWA must be aware
of the presence, applicability and parameters of any
such organizing commitments, in order to assess their
impact on those other properties.

EMPLOYER shall make it a written
material condition of any transaction of any
kind whatsoever which transfers majority
ownership, management or operational
control of the Hotel or Concessionaire
such that the party (“transferee”) assuming
such majority ownership, management or
operational control must assume and be
bound in writing to this Agreement.
This language provides a concrete basis for
a union’s effort to enjoin or otherwise interfere with
the transaction, should a buyer refuse to be bound
by the collective-bargaining agreement.  In these
circumstances, the buyer will need to be prepared
not only to recognize the union, but also to assume
and comply with the existing CBA.  Absent special
circumstances, the buyer will not be able to set its
own initial terms, or insist on any changes to the
employees’ terms and conditions of employment
during the term of the CBA.
Unlike the strong contract language above,
a generally worded “Successors and Assigns”
clause simply declaring that a collective-bargaining
agreement is binding on any future owner or operator
is relatively meaningless – because a contract is
generally not enforceable against non-parties.  
Nevertheless, the buyer, whether intentionally or
unintentionally, can still be bound to the CBA by
making statements or otherwise indicating to the union
and/or the employees that it will abide by or follow
the collective bargaining agreement. A potential buyer
who does not want to be bound to the CBA must be
very careful about its actions and statements regarding
the CBA and its future relevance.

Will your client be required to assume the
collective-bargaining agreement?
In order to ensure continuity of a collectivebargaining agreement’s application, a union will try to

continued on p. 13
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If your client is not required to assume the CBA,
then it can unilaterally set initial terms and
conditions of employment… if it successfully
navigates the NLRA’s “successorship” minefield.

new terms and conditions prior to or simultaneously
with its invitation to the previous work force to apply
for employment under those terms.  Failure to very
clearly announce these new terms and conditions prior
to offering employment to members of the previous
Even if the CBA is not automatically binding
workforce will result in the purchaser being deemed
on the buyer, or if the seller and a union do not even
a “perfectly clear successor,” bound to the existing
have an effective CBA, a buyer must still recognize
terms and conditions, until changes can be negotiated
and bargain with the union under many circumstances.   with the union.
First, if the transaction is primarily a stock transaction,
all liabilities and obligations of the acquired entity
If you’re thinking, my client can avoid these
generally pass to the purchaser – including any
issues by using a management company, think
collective-bargaining agreement in effect, and any
again.
existing obligations to recognize and bargain with the
collective-bargaining representative of its employees.
Operation of the acquired property by a
separate management company will not do much
But even if the transaction is primarily
to avoid any of these various obligations under the
structured as an asset acquisition, the buyer will have
current state of the law.  First, the NLRB will apply
to recognize the union and bargain with it if it is
its successorship analysis to determine whether the
deemed a “successor employer” under the National
management company is a successor employer,
Labor Relations Act.  Under the National Labor
bound to the seller’s labor obligations.  Moreover,
Relations Board’s “successorship doctrine,” if the
the NLRB recently dramatically liberalized its
purchaser makes it “perfectly clear” that it intends
standard for declaring two entities to be “joint
to retain a majority of the seller’s employees, in the
employers” of a group of employees.  Under the new
same business and largely in the same form, it will be
standard, announced in Browning-Ferris Industries of
deemed a “successor employer” obligated to maintain California, 362 NLRB No. 186 (2015), two or more
the status quo regarding terms and conditions of
entities are considered the joint employers of a single
employment, and to negotiate with the union over any work force if they (1) are both “employers” within
changes going forward.
the meaning of the common law, and (2) “share or
codetermine those matters governing the essential
Even if a purchaser avoids designation as
terms and conditions of employment.”  Under this
a “perfectly clear” successor, it may be deemed a
expansive standard, virtually any requirements that
successor nonetheless if:  (1) there is a “substantial”
employees meet certain customer service standards,
continuity between the two operations (i.e.,
or participation in the owner’s benefit plans, may
businesses are the same, employees perform the
provide a basis for a finding that the owner and
same duties, products or clients are the same,
the management company are joint employers of
no hiatus in operations, etc.); and (2) it hires the
the employees – and share all the labor obligations
predecessor’s previously represented employees as
discussed above.  
a majority of its workforce. Although a successor
employer must still recognize and bargain with the
union, under these circumstances, it may at least
Key Takeaways for Transactional Lawyers
unilaterally set the initial terms and conditions of
employment before bargaining. In order to avail
•
Be mindful that in certain industries and
itself of this option, however, the purchaser, before
markets, such as the hospitality industry in New York
commencement of operations, must announce the
City, there is a decent chance that the asset being
continued on p. 14
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acquired is unionized; and, may be covered by an
industry-wide collective-bargaining agreement.
•
If any of the target property’s employees are
unionized, the seller may insist that the purchase
agreement include:
•
Provisions requiring the buyer to
assume CBA.  Even if there is no such provision in the
purchase agreement, review the CBAs’ successorship
clauses to confirm that the seller has no obligation to
require the buyer to assume the CBA.
•
Provisions requiring the buyer to hire
all employees, perhaps under terms and conditions
of employment no less favorable than they currently
have.  Agreeing to such language could result in the
buyer being a “perfectly clear successor”
•
Care must be taken in both structuring the
transaction, and what is communicated to stakeholders
and the public, in order to avoid unintentionally
inheriting obligations.
•
Hire labor and employee benefits counsel
to perform due diligence relating to the unionized
operations and any potential benefits liabilities,
especially with respect to multiemployer pension
funds.
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William B. Dunn Receives the Frederick S.
Lane Award at the ACREL Meeting on
October 21, 2017
other speeches on the topic and started something
that became a national movement to exchange
learning and begin to standardize the issuance and
acceptance of legal opinions in real estate transactions.
Bill and his small band of emissaries inspired the
publication of definitive committee reports on real
estate legal opinions in New York, California and
many other jurisdictions.  These reports have been
cited and used repeated as authority for defining what
is accepted practice in issuing these opinions.  This
topic has become a career long interest of Bill’s and
he continues to speak and write on the topic.  Few
lawyers can claim to have had such a demonstrable
impact on the improvement of the practice of law
nationally.
“Bill has a continuing commitment to ACREL
and the legal profession for real estate, ethics and
professional responsibility.   He has written or
spoken at more than 70 CLE programs for a variety
of professional organizations.  He has also served
admirably in leadership positions in the Episcopal
Diocese of Michigan and, not surprisingly, he rewrote
the canons on the Diocese to suit his idea of how it
should be improved!  The man is not your humble
servant.  One might say he is a born leader with a
Teddy Roosevelt complex. With an unstoppable desire
to put himself in harm’s way , he presently serves as
the president of his condo association.
“On a personal level, Bill is a remarkable
person and a great friend.  He is a loving husband,
father and grandfather.  He is extraordinarily smart
and intellectually curious.  To say he cannot leave
well enough alone is a gross understatement in his
personal and professional life,  He is obsessively and
compulsively focused on the pursuit of perfection
(like the Lexus commercial only it is a reality).
While he is intolerant of the violation of rules and his
sense of order, he maintains a high level of personal
continued on p. 16
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continued from p. 15
compassion and is always mindful of the greater good.
In his OCD focus, he combines all the qualities of
both Frasier and Niles. Yet Bill has a marvelous sense
of humor for every situation and he enjoys his quest.
He lives every day of his life with the belief in the age
old saying that “Details are trifles, but details make
perfection and perfection is no trifle”.
“In a deal, the lawyer for the other side asked
Bill :”You know what is wrong with you?” Bill
responded: “Why no, whatever do you mean?” The
other lawyer then said: “With you, everything has to
be ‘Tickety-Boo’”. Despite his ‘Tickety-Boo-ness’, it
is this constant balance between his relentless demand
for perfection, tempered by his compassion for others
who do not quite achieve that mark, that make Bill
such a remarkable person.
“We are blessed to have Bill Dunn in ACREL,
in the legal profession, and on this earth.”
Note: The presentation to Richard R.
Goldberg, the second Lane Awardee, will be made at
the Mid-Year Meeting in Orlando, FL, in March.

High-Volatility Commercial Real Estate Update
Joe Forte has provided these links to the Clarifying Commercial Real Estate Loans
Act, as amended (Sponsored by Rep. Robert Pittenger / Financial Services Committee)
which passed the U.S. House of Representatives on November 7th. It now goes to the
Senate for further action. The legislation is designed to clarify the capital requirements
for certain acquisition, development, or construction (ADC) loans classified as highvolatility commercial real estate (HVCRE), including which types of loans should not be
classified as HVCRE loans.
http://docs.house.gov/billsthisweek/20171106/HR2148.pdf
https://www.congress.gov/congressional-report/115th-congress/house-report/392
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Five Miles in an Elevator
by Gregory M. Stein, Professor of Law, University of Tennessee, Knoxville, TN
I greatly enjoyed the ACREL Annual Meeting
held recently in Los Angeles, as I always do.  The
presentations were uniformly useful and high quality,
the field trips were interesting and gave me a better
feel for a city I do not know well, and the social
events provided a wonderful opportunity to reconnect
with old friends and meet new ones, including an
outstanding group of first-time attendees.

area, which was all via escalator or steps.)  I remember
making this roundtrip six times, for a total of 912
floors.  In addition, I twice took the elevator from the
lobby on 70 to the rooftop bar on 73 and back.  Thus, I
covered 2,236 floors: 1,312 plus 912 plus 12.  

The hotel claims a height of 1,100 feet, but
Emporis.com states that the height to the “main
roof” is a mere 928 feet.  This presumably subtracts
But each meeting has its own unique vibe.  
out the height of the crown, which was supposedly
Part of this arises from the location: a meeting in
inspired by Yosemite National Park’s Half Dome,
Kauai is not like a meeting in Manhattan.  Another
and the spire.  Divide this height by 73 floors, and
part arises from the unusual and often unexpected
the average floor height is 12.71 feet.  Note that the
bonding experiences that arise as the event progresses.   rooftop bar on 73 is mostly outdoors, so that floor may
If the theme of Austin was “bats,” then the theme of
actually be above the main roof of the building; if you
Los Angeles unquestionably was “the Intercontinental divide the building height by the 72 fully-enclosed
elevators.”
floors, the average height rises to 12.88 feet.  I’ve
rounded this number down to twelve, to be on the
For those who were not there, the new
conservative side: The conference floors at the bottom
Intercontinental Hotel occupies the upper half of the
and restaurant floors above the lobby are probably
Wilshire Grand, a new 73-story building.  The hotel
somewhat taller, and I traversed those floors on only
website claims that that the building is “the tallest
some of my trips.
building west of Chicago,” at 1,100 feet.  You arrive
at street level and are immediately whisked to the
Thus, I traveled 2,236 floors of 12 feet each,
70th floor lobby.  From there, you travel down to your for a total distance of 26,832 feet, or 5.08 miles.  This
room.  Every trip between your room and the street, or number may be slightly low, as I could have forgotten
your room and the conference facilities on floors 5-7,
a trip or underestimated the average floor height.  Just
requires an intermediate stop and crossover on 70.  I
to put that in perspective, cruising altitude on my flight
was told that some people on lower floors of the hotel
home was somewhere in the 30-35,000 foot range.  
could change at 31, but my room on 57 did not allow
Google Maps lists my commute from home to work
for this option.  
at 6.4 miles.  With roughly 400 people in attendance –
300 Fellows and 100 guests – our collective elevator
On my flight home, with some time to kill, I
distance may have topped 2,000 miles.
calculated that I traveled more than five miles by
elevator during my stay.  Every roundtrip to the
street was a journey of 164 floors (69 from the street
up to the lobby on 70, then 13 more down to my room
on 57, and back again).  I can recall making this trip
eight times, for a total of 1312 floors.
Every roundtrip to the conference facilities was
a shorter journey of 152 floors, since I could get off at
7.  (I did not include my travel within the conference
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ACRELTips! Use of the Chair’s Blog
by Trev E. Peterson
One useful feature of Shares! is the chair’s blog feature.  The chair’s blog allows the chair to
communicate with committee members and at the same time allows the blog to be saved in Shares! for future
reference.  There is a video help on how to use the chair’s blog on the Shares! Help section or you can follow
this link:  https://acrelshares.sharepoint.com/Help_Blog/Lists/Posts/Post.aspx?List=404a2b71%2D1e9e%2D4e8
6%2D8fed%2Dd0ba90f39953&ID=25&Source=https%3A%2F%2Facrelshares%2Esharepoint%2Ecom%2FHe
lp%5FBlog%2Fdefault%2Easpx&Web=d3e3520f%2Df08f%2D48d1%2Da926%2D71d743e99e9f
A few things to remember about the chairman’s blog.  
•
Only the chairman gets to blog – but other members can comment to the blog.  Shares! provides
a discussion thread feature that allows members of the committees to start a discussion thread that all members
of the committee who have opted to receive notifications can post responses—but that is the topic of a future
Tip.
•
Only those members of your committee who have chosen to receive the blog will receive the
blog.  Many committee members may already be subscribed to receive the Chair’s blog.  You can send a test
blog to your committee and see who receives the blog by asking for responses.  You can ask your members to
sign up to receive the blog by following the following link:  https://acrelshares.sharepoint.com/Help_Blog/Lists/
Posts/Post.aspx?List=404a2b71%2D1e9e%2D4e86%2D8fed%2Dd0ba90f39953&ID=23&Source=https%3A
%2F%2Facrelshares%2Esharepoint%2Ecom%2FHelp%5FBlog%2Fdefault%2Easpx&Web=d3e3520f%2Df0
8f%2D48d1%2Da926%2D71d743e99e9f  or you can have them send an e-mail to help@acrel.org.  For every
committee member to receive notifications of the Chair’s blog would have required a person (ACREL staff or
Tech Wizard) to sign in as each member of each committee up for the Chair’s blog.  Due to the time needed,
the decision was made to turn on notifications to new members (starting with the class of 2016) and request that
other interested committee members login and adjust notifications to receive the Chair’s blog.
•
The blog is different than the listserv for your committee.  The listserve is limited to committee
members and is separate from Shares!, which means that whatever is sent to the listserve does not appear in
Shares!  The one advantage of the listserve over the Chair’s blog is that all of the committee members are
already on the listserve and they do not have to opt in to receive notifications of the blog.
To post a blog on Shares!, open Shares!, go to your committee page and click on the Chair’s Corner
under the Collaboration tab on the left menu bar, about half way down the page.  On the right side of the page,
select “create a blog” and start typing.  Most versions of Word starting with at least Word 2010 have an option
in the file settings to allow you to post the blog directly from Word to Shares!  The Shares! help video help cited
earlier will walk you through the steps to post a blog.
So, Chairs, blog away!
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